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ABSTRACT

A descriptive study was conducted to explore whether or
not there were any differences in perceptions of physicians,
acute care nurses, long-term care nurses, and nurse
practitioners associated with end-of-life decision making
for people over 65 years of age.

A convenience sample of 95

health care providers, all of whom were involved in direct
patient care was used.

Quantitative research techniques

were employed for data collection and analysis.
Statistically significant differences were found
between four individual items on the CDMS and the health
care providers.

It was found that long-term care nurses

believed items associated with pain and suffering, and
culture to be more important then either physicians or acute
care nurses, where as they found physician input less
important.

A statistcal significance was also found between

the years spent in practice by health care providers and
scores on the CDMS.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Theoretically, it should be possible to identify all
components of clinical decision making about end-of-life
decisions.

In ideal situations, clients would know and

understand all possible clinical options, have their
preferences, honored, and experience no dissonance among
those intimately involved with their decisions.

These

optimal situations also presume fully competent, rational
clients who are willing to participate in the clinical
decision making process.

In optimal situations, physicians

would have a complete understanding of clients' health care
status, alternatives and possible treatment outcomes, and
clients' desires.

These would be explained to clients

without bias to allow them to make maximally personalized
decisions as to choice of treatment, and approach to
sustaining or prolonging life.

Nurses, too, would be

knowledgeable, unbiased, and client centered in their
orientation.

Significant others would be considered and

incorporated into the decision making process. Further,
after hearing all treatment options, clients would discuss
their preferences with significant others and/or potentially

seek additional consultations from other sources such as
clergy.
The reality of the situation is that major components
of end-of-life decisions are quite elusive, and clinical
scenarios are rarely ideal.

Considerations which may render

the process less than adequate are: (1) the client's wishes
are not known and/or honored, (2) there is no forum or
mechanism for allowing all persons involved to formally
address the decision making process, and (3) persons
involved in the decision are not in agreement with one
another, including clients, clinicians and/or significant
others.
In view of the fact that death is a universal
experience, it is of considerable concern that more is not
known about the process of end-of-life clinical decision
making.

One impediment to good clinical end-of-life

decision making is that current day health care tends to be
paternalistic; physicians' opinions play the dominant role
(Conners, Dawson, & Lynn, 1990).

Physician centered

decision making was accepted in the past because of societal
attitudes that physicians know best (Saunders & McCorkle,
1985). Findings of Strull, Lo and Charles (1984) supported
this historical perspective of passivity on the part of
consumers of health care.

Clients do not want to make

medical judgements, although they do want to receive

information about treatment options (Strull, Lo & Charles,
1984).

Conversely, Smith, Wallston, Wallston, Forsberg and

King (1984) found increased levels of self-reliance among
consumers in matters of health.

These seemingly

contradictory findings suggest that American society is in
transition from consumer passivity to consumer involvement
in health care.
Another explanantion for less than adequate clinical
decision making in end-of-life is that clients are
surrounded by clinicians who do not know them well.

Many

deaths among elders take place in • hospitals and nursing
homes, thereby increasing the involvement of clinical nurses
with end-of-life decisions, and altering the control or
perceived control of significant others over end-of-life
decisions.

Further, the dying process is complicated by

life sustaining technologies (Office of Technology
Assessment, 1987; Saunders & McCorkle, 1985).

Finally,

another factor contributing to unsatisfactory end-of-life
clinical decision making is the legal environment associated
with the process.

When all participants concur with end-of-

life decisions, legal issues have little significance.
However, when there is potential conflict among persons
involved in the end-of-life decision making process, then
the legal ramifications may be emphasized more.
Unfortunately, society's values about health care, life-
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sustaining technologies, and end-of-life decisions are
evolving rapidly and legal precedent may not be established,
thus little clarification may be available to assist in
resolving conflicts among participants of clinical decision
making.

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to explore the
perceptions of acute care nurses, long-term care nurses, and
nurse practitioners, as well as physicians.

Included in

this are important selected factors regarding end-of-life
decision making concerning the elderly.

Problem Statement

Clinical decision making is a multifaceted process
about which

relatively little is known (Coulton, 1990).

The problem investigated in this study was: What are the
perceptions of nurses and physicians, in regard to how
important selected factors are to end-of-life decision
making concerning the elderly?

Improved understanding of

the perceptions of health care professionals should add to
the body of knowledge about end-of-life decision making,
hopefully reducing conflicts surrounding the process, and
ultimately, qualitatively improve this aspect of health care
management.

I
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Research Questions

The following research questions were used to guide
this study:
1.

What are the differences in perceptions between
physicians and staff nurses practicing in an acute
care hospital of how important selected factors
are to end-of-life decision making concerning the
elderly?

2.

What are the differences in perceptions between
physicians practicing in an acute care hospital
and nurses practicing in one hospital-based
nursing home of how important selected factors are
to end-of-life decision making concerning the
elderly?

3.

What are differences in perceptions between staff
nurses practicing in an acute care hospital and
staff nurses practicing in one hospital-based
nursing home of how important selected factors are
to end-of-life decision making concerning the
elderly?

4.

Are there any differences in perceptions among
physicians and nurses in both the hospital and the
hospital-based nursing home, and a comparison
group of nurse practitioners, of how important
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selected factors are to end-of-life decision
making concerning the elderly?
5.

What are the implications for nurses in expanded
roles in relation to improving the outcome of endof-life clinical decision making for all involved
during the process?

Definitions

The following operational definitions were used in this
study:
Clinical End-of-Life Decisions: Decisions occurring in
the last 12 months of life which are associated with
medical treatments as measured by the Clinical Decision
Making Scale (CDMS). (Office of Technological
Assessment, 1987).
Significant Others: Spouses, adult children and
dependent children, siblings, unrelated lovers and
friends may all be included in the client's definition
of family (Kapp, 1991).
Staff Nurse: Registered Nurses employed full or part
time, who provide direct clinical patient care.
Physician: Physicians currently in the role of
clinician and directly involved with clinical patient
care.
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Nurse Practitioner; Nurse Practitioners currently
functioning in an expanded clinical role and directly
involved with clinical patient care.
Health care provider: Health care provider is limited
to nurse practitioners, nurses and physicians.

Significance to Nursing

Today, in the United States, 12% of the population is
over the age of 65, and this number is projected to increase
to over 22% by the year 2030 (Gelfand, 1988; U.S. Senate
Special Committee on Aging, 1990).

Combined with these

demographics are the trends that (1) hospitals and nursing
homes are now often the site of clients' deaths,
(2) clinicians frequently do not know the clients well, and
(3) life sustaining technologies confound the situations
(Saunders & McCorkle, 1985). Further, clinical staff are
regularly posed with dilemmas as to how best manage the
dying process, including technological aspects, and improve
the overall experience for all involved.
There is evidence that men and women differ in moral
decision making (Cooper, 1989; Haddad, 1991).

Nurses, the

majority of whom are women, may be concerned with numerous
factors such a person's quality of life, ability to
function, and interpersonal relationships.

Phillips,

Rempusheski, Puopolo, Naccarato and Mallatratt (1990) also
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suggest that education, clinical experience, communication
skills, and the nursing model under which nurses practice,
influence nurses' roles in clinical decision making.
Particularly because nurses are so often at the bedside,
they are in a unique position to know about clients' quality
of life and preferences for treatments (Phillips et al.,
1990).
In view of the fact that nurses are so intimately
involved in clinical care including that provided towards
end-of-life, plus the fact that elderly clients have become
such a large percentage of health care clients, it is
imperative to better understand how end-of-life decision
making occurs. In this way, one could add to the body ofknowledge and, hopefully, qualitatively improve the end of
life clinical decision making experience of the elderly.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

End-of-life decisions have always been an important
issue in health care, but never have they played such an
intricate and complex role as they do today.

Health care

and technology now offer individuals increased life
expectancy.

Advances such as antibiotics, cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation, ventilators, intravenous fluids, and tube
feedings have made end-of-life decisions more complicated
and troublesome for all those involved (OTA, 1987).
Changes in consumer attitude surround the technological
advances.

At present, society is undergoing a transition in

its consciousness of choices in health care.

Smith,

Wallston, Wallston, Forsberg and King (1984) discovered
increasing levels of self reliance among consumers on
matters of health care.

Youngner et al. (1984) and Lo,

McLeod and Saika (1986) support this conclusion; the
majority of clients prefer to discuss options for lifesustaining treatments as well as having the final decision
about the options.

On the other hand, Conners, Dawson, and

Lynn (1990) have noted that today's medical world still
remains relatively paternalistic about clinical decision
making matters.

Further, Strull, Lo and Charles (1984) and

Ende, Kazis, Ash and Moskowitz (1988) suggest that most
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clients do not want to make medical judgements, but do want
to receive information about options and potential
consequences.

These dichotomous perceptions pose

difficulties for end-of-life decision making. Conflicting
perspectives cause dissatisfaction among participants in the
decision making process, leading to power struggles,
mistrust, guilt, anger and hurtful feelings, and often times
involvement of the judicial system and less than optimal
decision outcomes (Coulton, 1990; Emanuel, 1988; Kapp, 1991;
Wetle & Levkoff, 1989).
Adding to technological advances and consumer trends
are population changes.

The number of people over the age

of 65 is growing rapidly, and projected is to reach 22% by
the year 2030 (Gelfand, 1988; U.S. Senate Special Comittee
on Aging, 1990).

Because people are living longer, more

intergenerational members are likely to be participating in
the clinical decision making process.

One of the most

dramatic characteristics of the over 65 population is the
growing proportion of women.

In 1987, there were 68 men for

every 100 women; this number is expected to grow
proportionally over the next 40 years (Kimmel, 1990).
Interestingly, Frankl, Oye and Bellamy (1989) reported that
female clients express preferences for less aggressive care
concerning life support issues.
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According to Erikson's framework for developmental
stages, persons over 65 years are in the eighth stage:
Integrity versus Despair. Persons in this stage attach
meaning and purpose to their lives by providing for future
generations.

Accomplishment of this stage allows for the

link between past and future generations, thus giving
perspective to the life cycle (Erickson, 1968).

Kapp (1991)

states that the process of sharing authority between older
clients and significant others is one way for older persons
to help fulfill their moral responsiblity to plan for
tomorrow, thus making end-of-life decisions an important
part of linking past and future generations.
In additon, changes in the organization and setting of
health care, life-sustaining technologies, and the impact of
evolving legislation are occurring so rapidly that changes
in the end-of-life decision making process are happening
faster than can be evaluated.

Finally, although some

contributing factors are apparent in end-of-life decision
making, little is actually known about the process.
Various conceptual frameworks have been used both by
clinicians as aids in decision making, and as
investigational models for studying the clinical decision
making processs.

Crane (1975), Phillips and Rempusheski

(1985), Bedell, Pelle, Maher and Cleary (1986), Title, Moody
and Becker (1988), Bunting and Webb (1988), Wetle, Cwikel

and Levkoff (1988), and Kapp (1991) have used and/or
proposed recent conceptual frameworks for clinical decision
making.

All are variations of Shared-Decision Making models

and contribute to an understanding of end-of-life clinical
decision making.
Crane (1975) examined the influence of medical, social,
and institutional factors in clinical decision making with
older clients, while Phillips and Rempusheski (1985)
designed a decision making model for intervening in elderly
neglect cases.

In studying appropriateness for

resuscitation before it was needed, Bedell, Pelle, Maher and
Cleary (1986) and Title, Moody and Becker (1988) focused on
predictive variables for Do-Not-Resusitate (DNR)
classifications in the elderly.

From a different

perspective, Bunty and Webb (1988) investigated the moral
aspect of ethical dilemmas concerning end-of-life decisons
faced by health care professionals.

Wetle, Cwikel and

Levkoff (1988) recognize, as Crane had, that there are many
factors influencing clinical decisions including client,
significant others, health care providers, institutional
policies, and legal issues. Further, all these factors are
interrelated and cannot be examined independently.

More

recently, Kapp (1991) emphasized the importance of
interpersonal relationships among clients and significant
others in satisfactory end-of-life decision making.

The
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Shared-Decision making framework of Wetle, Cwikel and
Levkoff (1988) appears to incorporate more of the seemingly
major factors which have a bearing on clinical decision
making and can best assist in evaluating end-of-life
decision making concerning elderly people.
The decision making model of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff
(1988) identifies four major factors which influence the
decision making process including medical factors, which are
the core of. the historically relied upon medical model of
clinical decision making (Mechanic, 1976).

Within each of

these four factors are elements that influence decision
making.

Medical factors contain elements of (1) medical

risk to patient, (2) expected quality of life following
treatment, (3) degree of pain and suffering, and (4)
cognitive functioning.

Client factors include elements of

(1) age, (2) personal wishes, and (3) significant others'
wishes.

Provider factors encompass elements of (1)

society's values and (2) health care professionals' values.
Institutional factors contain elements of (1) policy and
procedure, (2) ethics committees, and (3) legal issues.

Conceptual Framework

Medical Factors
Medical factors constitute part of the decision making
model.

They are the factual aspects surrounding the
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client's condition, exclusive of social and personal
characteristics.

Examples include diagnosis, types of

treatments available and their potential outcomes and
consequences, as well as quality of life following
treatments and client competency.

Medical factors remain

relatively stable throughout clinical decision making
because no matter which participants are involved in the
process, the end results are expected to be the same
(Mechanic, 1976).
Client Factors
Client factors are an intricate part of clinical
decision making.

These factors include interactions between

client and significant others, and how their values about
life, death, and health care interface. As technology and
progressive life-sustaining treatments have developed, so
too have clients' judgements about what they are willing to
tolerate and accept regarding their own personal care
(Coulton, 1990).

Exactly how involved a client or

significant other becomes in the decision making process
varies according to their values, culture, education and
past experiences, as well as their age (Phillips & Knaus,
1990).
Provider Factors
The elements within the provider factor of decision
making also mesh closely with client factors.

Health care
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professionals, just as clients, bring to the clinical
decision making process a constellation of personal values,
educational perspectives, and past experiences, all having
the potential to influence decisions.
preserved at all costs?
treat or not?

Should life be

Is age important in deciding to

How comfortable is the idea of death?

does quality of life mean?

What

Answers to questions such as

these are all values that are hard to set aside when faced
with decision making for another individual (OTA, 1987).

In

a broader sense, society's values also influence end-of-life
decision making.

Society's values-are the basis for

individuals' values, and are held by participants of the
decision making process.
Institutional Factors
Institutional factors, such as policy and procedures,
vary from institution to institution, and at times can
provide a foundation to return to when problems occur during
clinical decision making.

Legal issues are an element of

institutional factors that are often of little importance,
until conflict between the triad of client, significant
other and health care provider occurs (Wetle & Levkoff,
1989). Then potentially the presence of ethics committees
could provide the formal mechanism for end-of-life decision
making.
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Oram7 s Nursing Theory

Within the provider factors of Wetle, Cwikel and
Levkoff's decision making model (1988) is the subset of
health care providers, of which nurses are one element.

The

nursing model of Orem (1980) has been superimposed within
(Wetle, et al.) to highlight nursing. Figure 1 illustrates
the author's conceptualization of Orem's Self Care Theory
into Wetle, Cwickel and Levkoff's decision making model.
According to Orem (1980), human beings can benefit from
nursing when they have health-derived or health-related
limitations for engaging in continuing 'self-care', or care
of dependent others.

Orem defines self-care as the practice

of activities that individuals initiate and perform on their
own and/or dependent others behalf in maintaining life,
health and well-being.

Orem describes nursing as a helping

service "...a creative effort of one human being to help
another human being..." (p. 118).

The appropriate

justification for nurses intervening and helping is the
absence or compromise of 'self-care'.

The recipient of

nurses' interventions in Orem's (1980) conceptual framework
is the patient or client, the individual who receives help
and care from a nurse.

Therefore, nurses helping and caring

for clients making end-of-life decisions have a legitimate
role as advocates in clinical decision making within Orem's
framework.

Fawcett (1989) expands on Orem as follows,

if
[I»
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Figure 1. Illustration by author conceptualizing the
integration of Orem's Self-Care Theory 1980 and
Welte, Cwikel and Levkoff's Decision Making Model
1988.

Medical Factors

Provider Factors

Institutional Factors

Client Factors

Orem's SelfCare 1980
SelfCare

t

Nursing Agent
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"Orem distinguishes nursing from medicine by noting
that the physician's special interest is in the
client's life processes as they have been disrupted by
illness, but the nurse's apodal interest is the
client's continuing therapeutic care.

More

specifically/ the nurse's perspective encompasses the
client's perspective of the client's health situation"
(p. 181).
Congruent with Orem's nurse's special interest is
Phillips' et al. (1990) unique position.

Both view nursing

as having the ability to acknowledge and incorporate client
values and preferences into health care, thus becoming
important client advocates.

Conclusion

While it is evident that all factors of clinical
decision making are important in understanding the process,
it is not within the scope of this study to address all
factors.

The nurse, as one element in the provider factor,

is an important participant in end-of-life decisions.

Due

to the substantial amount of time spent with clients, nurses
have a legitimate interest in attempting to add to the body
of knowledge about the process of end-of-life decision
making.

Since physicians clearly have a critical role in

the process, it follows that describing and comparing the
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perceptions of nurses and physicians would offer a modest
beginning and understanding.

In addition to limiting this

investigation to physicians and nurses as health care
providers, the scope is also confined to their perceptions
of selected other elements within the model.

The

determination of which elements to select was made based on
the importance as identified in the literature review.
The remainder of this chapter presents a review of the
literature, organized according to the conceptual framework
of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff (1988).

Research relevant to

(1) medical factors, (2) client factors, (3) provider
factors, and (4) institutional factors is outlined.

Literature Review

Medical Factors
The medical model of clinical decision making
postulates that clients' symptoms are evaluated
independently of their social or personal characteristics
(Mechanic, 1976).

The medical model of clinical decision

making has been rendered ineffective because of its
inadequacy in incorporating complex phenomenon involved in
clinical decision making.

However, the medical factors

associated with the.medical decision model remain important
in today's clinical decision making and are central to the

I
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shared decision model of clinical decision making by Wetle,
Cwikel and Levkoff (1988).
Within the medical factors are several elements.

One

of these elements is quality of life resulting from
treatment.

Quality of life resulting from treatment is

probably the most controversial of the medical factors
because it has changed significantly in response to
advancing medical technology.

These medical advances create

a magnitude of choices for society to 'deal with in relation
to quality of life (Coulton 1990; Jonsen, Sigeler & Winslade
1982; OTA 1987). Along with this magnitude of choices comes
a magnitude of differing perceptions as to what is
acceptable quality of life, from the point of view of both
clients and health care providers (OTA, 1987).

Farber,

Bowman, Major and Green (1984) found that when making DoNot-Resusitate (DNR) decisions, clients and significant
others were influenced by quality of life issues.

Brody and

Tomlinson (1988) also point out the importance of quality of
life in clinical decision making when they suggest that
judgements about quality of life when used solely as
justification for DNR orders must be made by clients and
significant others and not the physician, to avoid potential
litigation.
Just as there are differing views on quality of life
issues between health care providers and clients, there are
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differing views on quality of life among various professions
in health care (Coe, 1967).

Haddad (1991) illustrated the

difference in physicians and nurses during clinical decision
making.

Nurses emphasize psycho-social aspects, considering

how people who are affected by end-of-life decisions are
related, and who is most likely to be affected by the
decision and how.

Haddad also found that nurses consider

ability to function and quality of life as important issues
in clinical decision making.
Quality of life issues are also affected by the setting
in which they occur.

They tend to be emphasized more in

long-term care settings where the elderly, progressive
chronically ill reside, than acute care hospital settings
where individuals with potentialy reversible illnesses are
(Fincuane & Denman, 1989).

Pearlman and Jonsen (1985) found

that in caring for the elderly, quality of life issues were
used to support decisions to withhold life-sustaining
treatment.

Oddly, in comparison, Wetle et al. (1988)

determined in geriatric clinical decision making at large,
that the frequency in which health care providers used
quality of life issues as determinants for end-of-life
decisions was so infrecpaent that it was not deemed necessary
to understand how quality of life was defined, evaluated,
and applied to geriatrics.
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Medical risk is another element within the medical
factors component.

Medical risks are the various

uncertainties and potential hazards associated with
different expected outcomes of treatments.

Expected

outcomes for an average client can be predicted from the
literature.

Considerable uncertainty, however, remains in

predicting an outcome for an individual (Forster & Lynn,
1988; McClish & Powell, 1989; Poses, Bekes, Copare & Scott,
1989).

As technology has advanced and produced more

treatment options, it has also produced more medical risks
for clients to deal with.
Cognitive function is the third element within the
medical factors component of decision making.

Cognitive

function is a likely predictor of survival and quality of
life, and will affect the degree of client involvement in
clinical decision making (Phillips, Goldman & Bergner,
1990).

A previous study conducted by Fields, MacKenzie,

Charlson and Sax (1986) lends credence to the idea of
decreased cognitive functioning as a predictor of survival
and self-care when it found clients with cognitive
dysfunction had longer hospital stays, were often discharged
to nursing homes and had 3-month mortalities that were twice
as high as patients with normal cognitive functioning. Other
studies by Phillips, Goldman and Bergner, (1990) and
Rockwood, (1989) concerning cognitive functioning and age
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have found that among clients 65 years or older on a medical
ward, approximately 25% developed an acute confusional state
during hospitalization that impeded their normally intact
decision making process.

Other impacts cognitive function

has on end-of-life clinical decision making are when
incompetent clients do not have advanced directives to abide
by, when surrogate decision makers deviate from advanced
directives, or if significant others are conflicted over
course of treatment (Epstein, Hall & Tognetti, 1989;
Uhlmann, Pearlman & Cain, 1988).
Finally, the last element in medical factors is pain
and suffering.

The idea of comfort level (degree of pain

and suffering) as a criterion for clinical decision making
is not well studied.

One study proposed that clients7

degree of comfort was an important factor in decision
making, but to a lesser degree than cognitive function, life
expectancy, and quality of life after treatment (Oden,
1976).

Two other studies mentioned comfort in association

to clinical decision making.

Coulton (1990) found that

clients placed little importance to comfort when deciding
treatment options, evidenced by high a percentage of
satisfaction ratings given to comfort levels associated with
procedures.

A second study dealt with comfort measures for

dying clients.

It was found nurses tended to place greater

significance on comfort level as a criterion in clinical
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decision making concerning termination of existing lifesustaining therapies than physicians did.

This was

exhibited in the unwillingness to remove comfort
interventions.

Sentiments about providing nourishment as a

comfort measure lead to illogical efforts to continue
feeding or hydration even in the face of imminent death
(Jonsen, Siegler & Winslade, 1982).

Client Factors

Within the conceptual framework (Wetle, Cwikel &
Levkoff, 1988), client factors include client wishes, client
age, and significant other wishes.

Extent of client

participation in clinical decision making is reliant on
existing variables, such as clients' medical condition,
level of sensory impairment, culture, religion, education,
income, and personality.

Morals and values regarding human

life, and presence of and/or interactions with significant
others are other variables that influence client
participation in decision making (Ende, Kazis, Ash &
Moskowitz, 1989; Frankl, Oye & Bellamy, 1989; Lo, McLeod &
Saika, 1986; Smith, et al., 1984; Strull, Lo & Charles,
1984; Vertinsky, Tompson & Uyens, 1974).
Awareness for treatment alternatives is necessary for
decision making but clients often do not perceive any
options.

Keinan (1987) found when faced with uncontrollable

situations, such as serious illness, clients often fail to
explore their alternatives.

Coulton (1990) pointed out that

individuals and/or significant others want to be involved in
the decision making process but that only 46% believe their
input is significant. These findings are congruent with an
earlier study by Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff (1988) which
indicated two-thirds of clients wished to discuss
resusitation preferences but were not given the opportunity.
In another study, Lo, McLeod and Saika (1986) indicated an
overwhelming affirmative response from clients when asked
whether they wished to discuss life-sustaining treatments.
As well as participating in end-of-life decisions people
want to maintain control over them, evidenced by study
findings that the majority of clients believed clients
themselves should make final decisions about life-sustaining
treatment, once all the medical facts are discussed
(Youngner et al., 1984).

In comparison, Strull, Lo and

Charles (1984), and Ende, Kazis, Ash and Moskowitz (1989)
demonstrated clients may have wanted information treatment
options and consequences but they did not want to be
responsible for the actual clinical decision.
In addition to participating in and being responsible
for their own clinical decisions, clients tend to choose
less over more interventions.

This is evidenced by a study

presenting elderly clients with a scenario where a client
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suffered irreversible confusion and memory loss.

More than

70% indicated they would not want any life-sustaining
treatments under these conditions ( Lo, McLeod & Saika,
1986).

Uhlmann, Pearlman and Cain (1988) supports this by

finding the majority of elders, when given the scenario of
required ventilator support following cardio-pulmonary
resusitation or of being disabled by a stroke preferred not
to be resusitated.
Even though clients appear to know the extent of
medical interventions they will accept, significant others
and caregivers do not.

Uhlman, Pearlman and Cain (1988)

found that physicians tend to underestimate clients'
resusitation preferences while significant others tend to
overestimate it.

However, High (1986), stated that clients

still preferred significant others as their surrogate
decision makers, even when significant others did not make
accurate decisions.

The clients' preference of signifcant

others as decision makers does not mean they are satisfied
with the situation.

Townsend and Poulshock (1986) found

that the elderly viewed significant others as having too
much control in almost all decisions concerning health
matters.

Smith, Woodward, Wallston, Wallston, Rye and

Zylstra (1988) found that many clients of advanced years
possess less desire for information about, and control over
health care decision making than do younger persons and

j
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because of this are willing to share what they perceive as a
burden with younger persons.
Age is another element in client factors that has many
implications for end-of-life decision making.

Crane (1975)

found that physicians were more likely to aggressively treat
a client under 40 years of age and less likely to
aggressively manage a client over 79 years of age.

Similar

results were discovered by Wetle (1987) in a study that
inferred age was used as a proxy over medical and social
factors in making difficult clinical decisions.
in decision making does not occur often.

Age alone

Pearlmann and

Jonsen (1985) have shown that a client's age becomes more
important with quality of life and debilitated mental status
issues.

Advanced age was more often than not used in

support of withholding life-sustaining treatments in clients
with decreased mental status and quality of life.
Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff (1988) also found age of
client became important to health care providers when faced
with the decision of allocating resources between young and
old clients, with the allocation usually going to the
younger ones.

For the majority of health care providers,

age alone is sufficient basis for triage as Libow (1981) and
Clark (1985) observed in prior studies.

The minority of

health care providers who decide to allocate resources to
the elderly client as opposed to the younger one, do so for

I
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legal reasons. A study by Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff (1988)
found health care professionals bolstered their decisions to
care for elderly with institutional and legal constraints.
Goldberg (1988) found that age does not play the initial
role in decision making in intensive care units, but can
make a difference later in priorities, prolongation of care
and placement.

In addition, it was inferred that

physiologic age and disease process are more important than
chronologic age.
Significant others are the third element in client
factors to potentially influence clinical decision making.
Significant others are involved in critical illness and
long-term care decision making in two ways, as a surrogate
to an incompetent client or as individuals who have a stake
in the competent client's decision (Coulton, 1990).

Klein

and Hill (1979), and Janis (1989) addressed the complex
dynamics of group decision making and inferred that the
distribution of power within the group is the influential
factor during decision making.

This holds true of all

groups even if the group is that of a client and significant
others involved in end-of-life decision making.
Townsend and Poulshock (1986) discovered that
significant others have a major influence in health care
decisions concerning elderly, and Uhlmann, Pearlman and Cain
(1988) found that significant others tend to overestimate
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clients' preference for resuscitation.

When discharge

planning is required for elderly clients, Abramson (1988)
found that the planning focuses more on the significant
others' points of view and not the older clients' opinion.
Significant others' values and perceptions that differ
from those of the client cause great dissension between the
dyad of client and significant other during the decision
making process.

Research suggests this dissension is

accounted for by lack of explicit communication about
preferences of care.

High (1988) notes only 60% of

individuals held informal discussions with significant
others concerning life-sustaining treatment or long-term
care.

In relation to lack of communication, several studies

have found that surrogate and potential surrogate decision
makers often are unable to predict the preferences of the
client (High, 1986; Lo, McLeod & Saika, 1986; Uhlmann,
Pearlman & Cain, 1988).
As important as it is for significant others to make
accurate decsions for elderly clients, it is also important
to remember the effect end-of-life decisions have on
significant others.

Kapp (1991) revealed significant others

bear potential burdens as a result of health care decisions
affecting the clients, burdens such as emotional, financial,
and physical.

Fairness to significant others dealing with

these burdens suggests their right to participate in the
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decision making process.

Furthermore, Kapp (1991) stated

that allowing significant others to participate early on in
clinical decision making delays and sometimes prevents the
older person from giving away complete decision making
authority later in time.

Provider Factors

The provider factor of clinical decision making is
composed of two elements; societal values and health care
professionals' values.

The latter element is further

divided into subgroups of nurse practitioner, nurse, and
physician.

In shared clinical decision making, a

relationship is built among the client, significant other,
and health care provider.

Health care providers, just as

clients, bring preestablished personal values, educational
perspectives, and past experiences to the clinical decision
making process.
Coe (1967) found that various professions differed in
their approaches to clinical decision making.

Physicians

and psychiatrists emphasized physiological aspects, such as
physical and mental deterioration, in comparison to nurses,
who emphasized psychosocial aspects, such as social
isolation and dependency.

Haddad (1991) also supported this

difference in approach to decision making between
professions with findings that physicians functioning under

a medical model of decision making tend to break down the
problem into essential elements and dispense extraneous
details such as interrelationships. Physicians have
difficulty seeing the need for detail and ambiguity.
Furthermore, Haddad found that nurses tend to see
interrelationships as important in decision making.

Nurses

consider how the people involved in decision making are
related, who will be most affected by the decision and how.
Nurses also consider the quality of life and the ability to
function as influencing factors in clinical decision making.
Nurse practitioners, as advanced practice nurses, have
the advantage of insight associated with the medical model,
just as physicians do.

However, nurse practitioners also

maintain the insight of a nursing model, giving them the
capability of incorporating both aspects into their decision
making process.

Bunting and Webb (1988), in studying

ethical models for decision making, recognized that nurse
practitioners have a unique role in the physical,
psychosocial, and spiritual care of clients.

Because of the

unique role nurse practitioners have in client
relationships, they hold a position of trust and acceptance
thus allowing them access to the deepest concern of clients
and the ability to obtain information about end-of-life
decisions.

The information is often unattainable by other

health care providers but necessary in resolving difficult

moral questions surrounding end-of-life decision making.
From another perspective, Feldman, Ventura and Crosby (1987)
demonstrated that nurse practitioners' effectivness in
clinical decision making depends partially on collaboration
with both nurses and physicians.
Wetle and Levkoff (1984; 1989) found that in
association with use of life supports, physicians reported
that medical risk to client was significantly associated
with the decision to treat whereas expected quality of life
following treatment was associated with the decision not to
treat.

Nurses, on the other hand, were influenced most by

rules and practices of the facility in their decision to
treat, while the decision not to provide life-prolonging
treatment was influenced by cognitive impairment and
client's age.
Another area where difference in profession appears to
influence clinical decision making style is in matters of
communication. Prescott, Dennis and Jacox (1987) found in a
study of clinical decision making among staff nurses that
the majority of nurses were satisfied with their roles in
clinical decision making.

Nurses believed that their role

was an interdepenent one of data collection associated with
clients' preferences toward treatment options and
dissemination of these data to other health care providers.
In cases of conflict between physician and client, nurses

acting as a client's advocate can express preferences that
the client has to one treatment option or another.
Ouslander, Tymchuk and Rahbar (1989) found in a study of
elderly residents of long-term care that nurses had a better
knowledge of clients' preferences than physicians and more
accurately rated clients' decision making capability.
Mechanic and Aiken (1982), and Feldman, Ventura and Crosby
(1987) reported nurses' educational level and clinical
experience influence the quality and depth of clinical
information that they pass on to other health care
professionals.

Alt-White, Charns and Strayer (1983)

reported that factors such as nursing education, clinical
experience, and communication structure influenced nursephysician collaboration.

Another study found different

results concerning nurse-physician collaboration.

Katzman

(1989) reported that physicians and nurses disagreed on the
most appropriate role of nurses in clinical decision making,
with physicians viewing nurses as their assistants while
nurses viewed themselves as colleagues.
Within professions, age cohorts also play an important
part in decision making (Wetle, 1987).

Farber, Bowman,

Major and Green (1984) reported age cohorts important in
clinical decision making when finding that first year
residents were less likely to order cardiopulmonary
resusitation, particularly on elderly clients with a history
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of social isolation or drug abuse.

Wetle, Cwikel and

Levkoff (1988) supported this by identifying cohorts where
younger health care providers were less likely to initiate
life-sustaining cardiopulmonary resusitation in comparison
to older clinicians, especially on older clients with
chronic medical problems.
Other variables affecting end-of-life decisions
concerning physician involvement are: (1) physicians' lack
of knowledge concerning clients' preferences for care in
different situations, (2) disagreement between physician and
client, and (3) physician presentation style of treatment
options.

Blackhall, Cobb and Moskowitz (1989) found that

physicians lack of knowledge occurs because physician either
do not seek the clients' preference or because time
available for discussion is inadequate.

Strull, Lo and

Charles (1984) found a disagreement between physicians and
clients when physicians reported higher levels of client
involvement than the clients themselves did.

Tversky and

Kahneman (1981), Eraker and Politser (1982), and Schwartz
and Griffin (1986), found physicians' own preferences may
influence presentation of treatment outcomes, adversely
affecting the client's choice.

Other influencing variables

concerning physicians in clinical decision making are
current workload, recent experiences, and their own
particular decision making style (Dawson & Arkes, 1987).
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The second element of provider factors is societal
values.

Several societal values have helped shape today's

current clinical decision making process.

Death and how

society chooses to deal with it, has influenced clinical
decision making.

Prior to the 1950s, death occurred in

homes, controlled by clients surrounded by loved ones.

Now

most clients spend their last days (or months or years) in
hospitals and nursing homes surrounded by strangers and
often attached to sophisticated technology that is capable
of extending even the most fragile of lives (Saunders &
McCorkle, 1985).

For many people, this type of death is

unacceptable and a significant number of those living longer
will choose death rather than surviving with isolation,
machines, tubes, and pain (Callahan, 1987; Montalvo, 1991).
Society upholds this right for refusal of care based on
ethical justifcation from our value of self determination or
autonomy (President's Commission for the Study of. Ethical
Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research,
1982). Another value society holds that impacts on end-oflife decision making is high regard for human life.

Beynon

(1982) stated that the prohibition against acting to take
the life of another human is deeply rooted in Western
society and serves the value of protecting and preserving
human life.

When these two very different values are
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present in end-of-life decision making the potential for
conflict and dissatisfaction are often the outcome.

Institutional Factors .

Within the institutional factors there are three
elements with the potential to influence end-of-life
decisions.
and ethics.

They are policy and procedures, legal issues,
The first one, policy and procedures, tends to

vary greatly from institution to institution depending on
the patient care focus the institution has (Eisenberg,
1979).

Within the clinical decision making process, policy

and procedures appears to have the greatest influencing
power in long-term care facilities.

Finucane and Denman

(1989) reported health care providers resorted to
institutional polices to aid in decision making when
conflicts about quality of life and allocation of costly
resources arose.

Pearlman and Jonsen (1985), and Finucane

and Denman (1989) found that institutional policies are more
often than not used as support for not treating elderly,
debilitated clients.

Another area of concern for long-term

care, reported by the literature, centers around the balance
between safety of client versus personal freedom.

Wetle and

Besdine (1981) found that policy and procedures were relied
on to solve conflicts that occurred concerning client
safety.

i!
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In hospital settings, policy and procedures hold
different implications to the clinical decision making
process.

The literature revealed that policy and procedures

are not significant as influencing factors in clinical
decision making unless a conflict occurs between any one of
the three groups of people, client, significant other, and
health care provider.

Wetle and Levkoff (1989) found that

in times of conflict during decision making health care
providers maintain strict adherence to policy and
procedures.

In another study, Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff

(1988) reported that health care providers who decide for
the older patient in cases of allocation decisions use
policy and procedures to justify their decision.

It was

also found that there is a difference among professions in
the degree to which policy and procedures influence clinical
decision making.

Wetle and Levkoff (1984) reported that

nurses tended to consider policy and procedures of
significance in decision making, whereas physicians held the
belief that policy and procedures were not as relevant in
end-of-life decisions.
Legal issues are the second element from institutional
factors to be reviewed.

Reported in the literature,

regarding cardiopulmonary resuscitation orders, legal issues
are not of great importance in long-term care facilities.
In a study of one nursing home, Finucane and Denman (1989)
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reported that 82% of clients had a "Do Not Resuscitate"
order on their charts at time of death.

It was also

reported that in actual practice cardiopulmonary
resuscitation seems to be a very rare event in nursing
homes, even without "Do Not Resusitate" orders.
Wetle and Levkoff (1989) reported
results in a hospital setting.

very different

Legal issues became of great

concern during clinical decision making when the potential
for conflict of care among the triad of client, significant
other, and health care provider occurs.

At this point,

health care providers were found to adhere to legal
constraints and make clinical judgements that they otherwise
would not have out of concern for personal legal liability
(Wetle, Cwikel & Levkoff, 1988).
Legal issues that impact on long-term care facilities
are those associated with life-sustaining treatments.
Nutritional support, hydration and antibiotics, are all of
great importance and often are the cause of conflict between
client/significant other/health care provider in end-of-life
decisions.

This is especially true when the decision

concerns an incompetent client.

If the participants in the

decision making process are unable to resolve their
conflicts, then the assistance of the judicial system is
often sought (Kapp, 1991).
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The problem with expecting the legal system to solve
ethical health care decisions is that legal issues and the
legal system which have to be addressed do not lend
themselves to the psychosocial, interpersonal dynamics of
clinical decision making concerning end-of-life decisions
(Kapp, 1991).

Handler (1989) reported that the law

generally does not deal with continuous relationships or
processes.

It is much more suited to discrete, contained

transactions. Another problem the legal system has in
handling the process of clinical decision making is that the
law pretends there is a neat distinction between self and
others.

However, Jecker (1990) found there are patterns of

intimate moral relationships, which allow for autonomy.
Since in a legal sense there is a distinct difference
between self and others, there is an attempt to determine
who has legal authority to make valid health care decisions.
State courts and legislators have agreed that significant
others are the best surrogate decision makers because they
know the client the best (Areen, 1987; President's
Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and
Biomedical and Behavioral Research: Deciding to Forego Life
Sustaining Treatment, 1983).

Other views disagree with this

belief, contending that the significant other does not
always share the client's interests and that the significant
other does not have the right to let the client die.

There
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are some who think that choices concerning termination of
care in incompetent clients should be left to the physician
(Relman, 1978).

The other side to this argument is that the

physicians' medical skills grant no expertise in ethical
judgements about quality of life (Baron, 1979; 1984;
Buchanan, 1979). In lieu of all these conflicting solutions
of who would be the best surrogate clinical decision maker,
it is understandable that assistance from the legal system
not only impedes the clinical decision' making process, but
can be a very frustrating experience for all individuals
involved.
In order for the judicial system to assist in clinical
decision making, there needs to be an understanding
concerning quidelines for decision making.

One way to

establish guidelines for decision making is through formal
mechanisms or forums.
formal mechanism.

Advanced directives are one such

Every state has at least one form of

advanced directive; however, they are not widely used.
Examples of advanced directives are durable power of
attorney, living will, proxy appointments, and values
history.

Less than 4% of hospital charts contain advance

directives and health care providers tend to side step them
when there is dissonance between client and significant
others (Lambert, Gibson & Nathanson, 1990).

A new federal

law, the patient self determination act of 1990, went into
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effect in December 1991:

It requires hospitals

participating in medicare or medicaid to ask all adult
inpatients if they have advanced directives.

High (1988)

found approximately 60% of clients and significant others
were familiar with advanced directives, having discussed
what their preferences were with significant others but
never formalizing them.
Another formal mechanism that would aid in the clinical
decision making process is an ethics committee, evidenced by
the court's conclusion from the Quinlan case (1976).

The

courts suggested that an ethics committee should certify the
client's prognosis, thus diffusing the responsibility and
lending support to significant others' decisions, especially
with choices of terminating care.

Ethics committees would

also insulate the decision makers from litigation (Emanuel,
1988).
Ethics, the third and final element of institutional
factors, is closely intertwined with legal issues, since it
is unresolved ethical problems that bring the clinical
decision making process to the judicial system for guidance.
The most common ethical problem that requires intervention
during clinical decision making is conflicting preferences
between significant others concerning course of care (Kapp,
1991).

As previously discussed, the presence of advanced
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directives and communication, both formal and informal, is
the best deterrent to these types of ethical issues.
Another ethical problem that health care providers
often find themselves facing is the need for older clients
to be protected against significant other coercion.

Older

people are less interested in personal involvement in
control of health care decisions and therefore are
vulnerable to be either ignored, bypassed or pressured into
decisions they would not normally have made (Kapp, 1991).
Hardwig (1987) raises questions about the proper place for
significant others in clinical decision making.

A potential

conflict of interest between client and significant other
must always be considered and watched for.

Does the health

care provider have an ethical responsibility to facilitate
involvement or disinvolvement in clinical decision making as
per the clients wishes?

In line with being a client

advocate, the health care provider must sometimes, as a last
resort, invoke formal legal protection for the client, legal
measures such as ombudsmen, guardianships, conservatorships,
living wills, and availing themselves of ethics committees
(Kapp, 1991; Levy, 1974).

Summary

The literature review revealed three prevailing trends
surrounding unsatisfactory end-of-life clinical decision
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making.

They are: (1) persons involved in the clinical

decision making process are not in agreement with one
another, including clients, clinicians and/or significant
others, (2) clients7 wishes are not known and/or honored,
and (3) there is no forum or mechanism for allowing persons
involved to formally address the decision making process.
In examining these trends closely, it can be seen that
the major result of unsatisfactory end-of-life clinical
decision making is conflict.

When there is conflict during

the clinical decision making process the outcome is an
unsatisfactory decision.

Research has shown that conflict

between significant others leads to the seeking of
assistance of the judicial system (Emmanuel, 1988).

It has

also been shown that conflict between health provider
preferences and client preferences, evidenced by the health
care provider's lack of knowledge about the clients'
preferences, leads to unsatisfactory clinical decisions
(Blackhall, Cobb & Moskowitz, 1989).
Research has also shown that use of formal mechanisms,
such as ethics committees, can alleviate many of the
problems surrounding clinical decision making.

Emmanuel

(1988) reported that the court's suggestion of ethics
committees certifying the patient's prognosis, could diffuse
responsibility and lend support to significant others'
decision of choice of care. It could also insulate the

decision makers from litigation. However, research has also
shown that the lack of these formal mechanisms leaves no
choice but to enter the judicial system (Areen, 1987).

The

system is greatly lacking in its ability to handle the
continuing process associated with the ethical and moral
decisions of health care (Handler, 1989).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to explore the
perceptions of health care providers about end-of-life
decision making of elderly persons in order to gain a better
understanding of the process.

Ultimately it is hoped that

clarification of the end-of-life clinical decision making
process will improve satisfaction among all involved with
such decisions.

The study was organized according to the

Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff decision making model (1988) and
the design of the study was descriptive.

Setting and Sample

The setting was a Department of Veterans Affairs
Medical Center which supported both an acute care hospital
and a long-term care facility, located in a southwest U.S.
city.

This facility has a 305 bed capacity; 120 beds are

part of the long-term care facility, and 185 are part of the
acute care setting.
The sample was 25 acute care staff nurses, 25 hospitalbased nursing home staff nurses, 25 physicians, and a
comparison group of 20 nurse practitioners throughout the
community.

A convenience sampling procedure was used based

I
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on subjects willingness to participate.

Only nurses and

physicians involved in direct clinical patient care roles
were asked to participate.

Although distribution of the

questionnaires was done by the investigator, forms were
completed by respondents independently, and returned to a
facilitator not involved in the study.

Representativeness

of the sample was strengthened by recruitment of subjects
from all three shifts and from five different areas of the
medical center.
Potential for systematic bias cannot be eliminated but
was carefully considered.

The potential for bias derived

from two main sources: 1) the process of sample selection
(which was nonrandomized), and 2) administration of the
questionnaire.

Since the sample was not recruited, it was

made highly representative.

Systematic bias means that

subject enrollment should not favor inclusion of subjects on
the basis of some suspected outcome, nor introduce the
investigator's feelings about the study into the data
collection.

Protection of Human Subjects

Prior to initiation of the study, approval was received
from the Human Subjects Committee of the University of
Arizona.

Approval was also obtained from the Internal

Review Board of the Tucson Veterans Affairs Medical Center,

!
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as well as from the Chief of Nursing Service, for staff
participation.

The study was given exempt status

(Appendices A & B), therefore a disclaimer (Appendix C)
preceded statements on the questionnaire (Appendix D).
Willingness to respond to the questions indicated consent.

Procedures

Acute care nursing staff and nursing home nursing staff
were approached by the investigator in all change of shift
reports, for five consecutive days.

A brief description

was given explaining the purpose of the study and
cooperation was elicited.

The nurses were then given

approximately 10 minutes to complete the questionnaires.
Anonymity was assured by use of coded identification
numbers, having completed questionnaires placed in
envelopes, and by having someone not involved in the study
collect and return the sealed data to the investigator.
Physicians were approached in a similar manner.

The

investigator attended one scheduled medical management
conference.

Questionnaires were handed out, a brief

description of the study and its purpose was given, and the
physicians' cooperation

elicited.

All questionnaires were

returned to the investigator using anonymity procedures as
previously described.

!
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Nurse Practitioners were the only ones who were
contacted individually.

A mailing list was obtained from

the Arizona Nurses' Association Nurse Practitioner group.
All Adult, Geriatric/ and Family Nurse Practitioners were
mailed a questionnaire, a self-addressed envelope, and a
cover letter with a brief description of the study.

This

was necessary because of the inability of the investigator
to approach a large number of nurse practitioners at any one
given time or place.

Initial Instrument Development

In the course of reviewing the literature concerning
end-of-life decision making, it became apparent that no
appropriate questionnaire existed which could quantify
health professionals' perception of the clinical decision
making process about elderly clients.

Various studies used

vignettes and case studies as their instruments (Kapp, 1991;
Lo, McLeod & Saika, 1986; Wetle, Cwikel & Levkoff, 1988).
Many of these studies assessed one aspect or dimension of
clinical decision making, but never has a study incorporated
all factors of the clinical decision making model into a
questionnaire.

Therefore, the concept of clinical decision

making was operationalized by using the Clinical Decision
Making Scale (CDMS) constructed by the investigator for this
study (Appendix D).
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Initial validity for this developmental questionnaire
was established in two ways, face and content.

The original

questionnaire was constructed from recurring or emphasized
themes identified as pertinent to end-of-life decisions in
the literature review.

The questionnaire was given to 10

clinicians in the field for their concurrence as to the
validity of the item statements.

Content validity was

assessed during a second pilot study by using the Content
Validity Index (CVI) as outlined by Waltz and Bausell
(1981). Five experts were consulted and given the revised
questionnaire, with instructions to review and rate the
statements on a scale of 1 to 4 as to item statement
importance to clinical end-of-life decision making for
persons over the age of 65.

Changes were made in statement

structure and only statements having approval from at least
80% of the panel of experts were kept.
Reliability of the questionnaire was evaluated based on
results of the same two pilot studies by calculating
Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach & Meehl, 1980).

The original

questionnaire was administered to 38 registered nurses
currently enrolled in a graduate program.

The coefficient

alpha for the first pilot study was only .28.
the area of instrumentation was consulted.

An expert in

Revision of the

questionnaire included restructuring of existing statements,
and modification of the Likert scale to encompass degrees of
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importance to end-of-life decision making.

A second pilot

study was administered to an additional 31 registered nurses
at the Graduate College.
(.75) was acceptable.

The resulting coefficient alpha

After all the data were collected,

they were entered for computer analysis, according to a
coding dictionary, into an SPSS program.

Analysis

Measures of central tendency and dispersion were
computed for the total sample (N=95) and subsets,
physicians, (n,=25); acute care nurses (n=25); long-term care
nurses (n=25); and nurse practitioners (n=20).
Differences between the subsets were analyzed using
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Since comparisons

needed to be made between more than two groups of health
care providers — physicians, acute care nurses, long-term
care nurses, and nurse practitioners — a student's t-test
was not appropriate (Steel & Torrie, 1980).

This is due to

the tendency for making a Type I error when using a single
parameter; differences between groups may be substantial
even when no effect is present (Steel & Torrie, 1980).
Statistically significant findings were found between
groups.

However, ANOVA does not indicate precisely between

which groups.

Therefore Tukey's procedure was computed

(Munro & Visintainer, 1986).
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"Tukey's procedure makes use of the Studentized range
and is applicable to pairwise comparisons of means" (Steel &
Torrie, 1980, p. 185). It uses a single value for including
the statistical significance of all differences (Steel &
Torrie, 1980).

"All pairs of means constitute a family and

all error rate is familywise..." (Steel & Torrie, 1980,
p. 185), the procedure consists of computing a critical
value and applying it to differences between all pairs of
means (Steel & Torrie).
Crosstabs procedure was also done to further evaluate
trends and differences among health care providers on
questionnaire items which were found to differ significantly
between and/or among groups.

Crosstabs is a SPSS

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) statistical
program in which data, that are higher than nominal, i.e.,
ordinal or interval, are transformed into frequency data via
recode statements (Munro, Visintainer & Page, 1986).

In

this study, the responses from "not very important" (1) to
"very important" (4) for all four health care provider
groups, on individual scale items where the ordinal data
transformed to frequency data.

Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach &

Meehl, 1955) was again computed for the internal consistency
reliability and Principal Component factor analysis was
computed to determine convergent validity.
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Summary

Methodological protocol was the focus of this chapter.
A descriptive study was conducted to determine the
differences between physicians, acute care nurses, nursing
home nurses, and nurse practitioners related to clinical
decision making associated with end-of-life decisions for
people over 65 years of age.

A convenience sample of 95

health care professionals participated in the study.

Data

were collected by the investigator in one Department of
Veterans Affairs Medical Center facility.

Data were

analyzed using Cronbach's alpha, measures of central
tendency and dispersion, Crosstabs, frequency distributions,
factor analysis, one-way ANOVA, and Tukey's procedure, to
explore the psychometric properties of the developmental
instrument, and differences among groups.

CHAPTER XV
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

The findings of the study are presented in this
chapter.

These include descriptive and inferential

analysis, psychometric property evaluation, and differences
among groups.

Data are interpreted and presented

narratively, and where useful to illustrate trends, tables
are employed.

Descriptive Findings

The sample included 95 health care providers. Ages of
the subjects who responded to the questionnaire were between
22 to 73 years, with a mean age of 43.5 years, and standard
deviation of 11 years.

Six subjects did not respond to the

variable about age.
The composition of the sample was as follows: 76%
female (n=72), and 24% male (n=23).

Sixty-three percent of

the subjects were Christian (n=69), and the remaining 27%
varied among Jewish (n=7), non-denominational (n=7), and
other (n=10). Two subjects did not respond to the religion
question.

Eighty-nine percent of the subjects were

caucasian (ri=85); the remaining 11% varied among Hispanic
(n.=3), Afro-American (n=3), and Native American (n=l).

;i»i
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For gender, religion, and ethnicity the sample was normally
distributed.
Eighty-three percent of the subjects responded to the
variable, years of practice (n=79). The subjects who
responded had between one and 40 years of practice, with a
mean of 13 years, a standard deviation of 10.4, and a median
of 11 years.
skew.

Data for this variable were indicative of data

Therefore, further analysis of the frequency

distribution was done.
years of practice.

This revealed three clusters of

Twenty-four percent of health care

providers had less then five years of practice (n=23).
Thirty-five percent of the sample had between six and 16
years of practice (n,=33), and 24% (ri=23) had greater then 17
years of practice.

Four of the five health care providers

with 35 years of practice were nurses, the other one was a
physician.

Of the four nurses, two were acute care nurses

and two were long-term care nurses.

The one health care

provider with 40 years of practice was a long-term care
nurse (Table 1).

Inferential Statistics

Internal consistency reliability for this sample on the
Clinical Decision Making Scale (CDMS) was a coefficient
alpha of .76 (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955).

This coefficient

alpha reflects the value subsequent to deleting items 9

Table 1.

Frequency Distribution of Subjects by Years of
Practice.
(N= 79)

Years of Practice
1
2
3
4
5

Number
8
7
4
1
3

Percent
8.4
7.4
4.2
1.1
3.2
24.3

6
8
9
10
11

5
3
2
6
3

5.3
3.2
2.1
6.3
3.2

12

2

2.1

13
14
15
16

3
1
2
6

3.2
1.1
2.1
6.3
34.9

17
20

4
4

4.2
4.2

22

1

1.1

23
25

1
1

1.1
1.1

26
28

1
2

1.1
2.1

30
35
37
39
40

4
2
1
1
1

4.2
2.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
24.5

Total
Legend:

79
s.d.
mean
median

10.4 years
13 years
11 years

83.7
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and 21.

These two items were deleted from the scale in

regard to all further analyses based on their low item to
total correlations of .51 and .53.
Construct validity was established using principal
Components factor analysis and predictive modeling
techniques.

Using a factor loading cutoff of .45, the

rotated factor matrix resulted in eight factors and
explained 69% of the variance.

Eighteen of the 22 items on

the CDMS loaded onto the eight factors.

Only one item of

the 18 (i.e., #8) loaded on two of the factors: five and
seven.

Four items, 4, 13, 14, & 17, did not load on any of

the factors at a .45 cut off (Table 2).
In development of the instrument, four constructs were
postulated using Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's decision making
framework: medical factors, client factors, provider
factors, and institutional factors.

Interpretation by the

investigator of the factor analysis indicated that there
appeared to be eight constructs.

Items constituting the

constructs were titled according to themes which seemed to
emerge from the item clusters as: (1) Significant Other
Input, (2) Legal Issues, (3) Client Preferences,
(4) Physician Controlled Input, (5) Determinants of
Functional Status, (6) Clarity of Treatment, (7) Quality of
Life, and (8) Treatment Planning.

The constructs did not
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Table 2.

Factors

Rotated Factor Analysis Matrix

Items

Cumulative
% Variance

1

7-11-12

18.1

2

18-19

29.7

3

2-5-16

38.1

4

3-10-22

45.8

5

1-8*

52.8

6

6-15-23

58.7

7

8*-20

63.8

8

24

68.9

4-13-14-17**
9-21***

Legend:
Total number of CDMS items= 24
* items loading on more than one factor
** items not loading on any factor
*** items dropped based on low item to total correlation
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precisely parallel the theoretically derived model, but it
was possible to find similarities (Table 3).
Items 7, 11, and 12 were labeled Significant Other
input because in review they were questions that were
associated with information that when broached by the health
care provider, clients are usually no longer able to speak
for themselves, thus the significant other does.

This

construct directly parallels the client factor component of
Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's model.
Items 18 and 19 were labeled Legal Issues even though
one (18) is associated with medical liability of the health
care provider, and the other (19) is the rules in
institution is governed.

which the

They both are crucial elements in

the judicial system when end-of-life clinical decisions end
up in court.

This construct parallels the institutional

component of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's decision making
model.
Items 2, 5, and 16 were labeled Client Preferences by
the investigator because they clearly deal with the client's
preference and autonomy within end-of-life clinical decision
making.

Items 10 and 22, Labeled Physician Controlled

Input, were clearly issues controlled by physicians within
end-of-life clinical decision making and item 3, even though
competence of the client cannot be controlled by the
physician, physicians can and do control the client's input
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Table 3.

Factors

Construct Parallels: CDMS Items, Factor Analysis
and Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's Decision Making
Model

Principal Component
Factor Analysis Derived
Constructs

Wetle, Cwikel
& Levkoff's
Theoretically
Derived Model

1

Significant Other Input

Client Factor

2

Legal Issues

Institutional
Factor

3

Client Preferences

Client Factor

4

Physician Controlled Input

Provider
Factor

Determinants of Functional
Status

Medical Factor

6

Clarity of Treatment

Provider Factor

7

Quality of Life

Medical Factor

8

Treatment Planning

Institutional
Factor
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to treatment decisions based on competence.

The construct

of client preferences directly parallels the client factor
component of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's decision making
model while the construct of physician controlled input has
many similarities to the provider factor component.

Items 1

and 8 were labeled Determinants of Functional Status because
not only does current functional status of clients play an
integral part in end-of-life clinical decision making, so
too does the clients' functional ability prior to the
occurrence of the decision.

This construct directly

parallels the medical factor component of Wetle, Cwikel and
Levkoff's decision making model.

Items 6, 15, and 23 were

labeled Clarity of Treatment Issues because even though
their influences potentially come from three different
groups, i.e., the client, the health care provider, and the
institution itself, they all work to clarify the course of
treatment during end-of-life decisions.

As well as

clarifying the treatment, these items also have another
point in common as they are mostly influenced by health care
providers.

Thus this construct has similarities to the

provider factor component of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's
decision making model.
Items 8 and 20 were labeled Quality of Life because
they very clearly dealt with the issue of quality, both
prior and post end-of-life clinical decision making.

Thus

this construct directly parallels the medical factor
component of Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's decision making
model.

Finally, item 24 was labeled Treatment Planning

because advanced directives are exactly the type of planning
needed to assist all involved with end-of-life decision
making.

Since advanced directives are most often initiated

by and acted upon by the institution, this construct was
seen as paralleling the institutional factor component of
Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's decision making model.
There were four primary research questions related to
whether there were statistically significant differences
between various groups of health care providers and their
perceptions about end-of-life clinical decision making in
different settings, i.e., physicians in an acute care
hospital with nurses in an acute care hospital, with nurses
in a long-term care setting, and with nurse practitioners.
These questions were, (1) What are the differences in
perceptions between physicians and staff nurses practicing
in a acute care hospital, of how important selected factors
are to end-of-life decision making concerning the elderly?,
(2) What are the differences in perceptions between
physicians practicing in an acute care hospital and nurses
practicing in one hospital-based nursing home, of how
important selected factors are to end-of-life decision
making concerning the elderly?, (3) What are the differences

j
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in perceptions between staff nurses practicing in a acute
care hospital and staff nurses practicing in one hospitalbased nursing home, of how important selected factors are to
end-of-life decision making concerning the elderly?, and (4)
Are there any differences in perceptions among physicians
and nurses in both the hospital and the hospital-based
nursing home, and a comparison group of nurse practitioners?
The fifth research question is more qualitative in nature
and is interpreted and discussed in chapter five.
Frequency distribution revealed a data skew associated
with the sociodemographic variable of years of practice.

A

trimodal distribution emerged: (1) five years or less,
(2) six to 16 years, and (3) greater than 17 years, thus a
one-way ANOVA was computed with scores on the CDMS as the
dependent variable and three groups of years of practice as
the independent variable.

A one-way ANOVA showed a

statistically significant difference between groups (F=3.28,
£=.04).

A Tukey procedure provided further analysis and

revealed the

difference at a .04 level between groups

(2), those with between six and 16 years of practice, and
group (3), those with greater than 17 years of practice.
Those with between six and 16 years of practice had higher
scores than those greater than 17 years (Table 4).
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also performed
on the four different health care provider groups,

Table 4.

Years of Practice:

Years of Practice

Tukey Procedure

Mean

£

<5

69.8*

.05

6-16 '

71.2*

.05

>17

66.3*

.05

LegendMean= mean score on the CDMS for that group
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physicians, acute care nurses, long-term care nurses, and
nurse practitioners, as an independent variable with the
total scores on the Clinical Decision Making Scale (CDMS) as
the dependent variable. There was no significant difference
found between these groups, thus leading the investigator to
believe that there was no major difference in how
physicians, acute care nurses, long-term care nurses, and
nurse practitioners perceived the end-of-life clinical
decision making process.

Because this* finding was

incongruent with the literature review, and because the
total score on the instrument indicated stronger feelings
associated with clinical decision making factors, but did
not necessarily mean better clinical decision making skills,
the investigator computed one-way analysis (ANOVA) on
individual items on the CDMS and the four groups of health
care providers.

Individual items on the questionnaire were

designed to be answered along a continuum, from (1), 'not
very important,' to (4), 'very important.'

The

questionnaire was not designed so that the respondent who
answered every item as a number four was a more effective
end-of-life clinical decision maker, simply one with a
different values system, thus making it necessary to analyze
each item individually.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) computed a
statistically significant difference at the .05 level on

tl
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four of the 22 items on the CDMS (Table 5), thus a Tukey
procedure was also computed to reveal between which group of
health care providers the difference was.

There was a

statistically significant difference between physicians and
long-term care nurses (p=.001) on item number nine, with
long-term care nurses scoring higher (x=3.64) than
physicians (x=2.88).

There was a statistically significant

difference between physicians and long-term care nurses
(p=.023) on item number 10, with long-term care nurses
scoring higher (x=4.00) than physicians (x=3.72).

There was

a statistically significant difference between physicians,
acute care nurses, and long-term care nurses (p=.002) on
item 17, with physicians scoring higher (x=3.33) than acute
care nurses (x=3.04), and long-term care nurses (x=2.32).
The last item to show a statistically significant difference
(p=.042), was number 19, between physicians and acute care
nurses, with acute care nurses scoring higher (x=2.89), than
physicians (x=2.13) (Tables 5 & 6).

Summary

The focus of this chapter was the presentation of data.
Four of the five research questions in this study address
the potential difference in health care providers and their
perceptions about end-of-life clinical decision making for .
people over 65 years of age.

Data analysis revealed no
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Table 5.

Individual Item: One-Way Analysis (ANOVA)

Question #

F ratio

df

N

9

4.01

3

92

.009

10

3.31

3

93

.023

17

5.72

3

93

.001

19

2.84

3

91

.042

Table 6. Individual Item: Tukey Procedure

Question

MD mean

AC mean

LT mean

jd

value

(N=92)

NP mean

SL

9

2.89

3.64

.05

10

3.72

4.00

.05

17

3.33

3.04

2.32

.05

19

2.13

2.88

Legend-

MD
AC
LT
NP
SL

=
=
=
=
=

physicians (n=25)
acute care nurses (n=25)
long-term care nurses (n=25)
nurse practitioners (n=20)
significance level

.05

I
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statistically significant difference between health care
providers and total scores on the Clinical Decision Making
Scale (CDMS).

However, statistical significance was found

between different health care providers and the following
individual items, 9, 10, 17, and 19, at a .05 level.
Another significant finding was the relationship
between years of practice and score on the Clinical Decision
Making Scale (£ = .05). Finally, another significant
finding was that factor analysis yielded 8 factors,
explaining 69% of the variance.

All eight factors divided

into the four components of the decision making model
(Wetle, Cwikel & Levkoff, 1988).

CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to explore the
differences in perceptions of different health care
providers in association with end-of-life decisions and
people over 65 years old.

A discussion of the findings of

this study, implications for nursing, and recommendations
for future research is presented in this chapter.

Discussion of the Findings

As this study was based on Wetle, Cwikel and
Levkoff's four component decision making model, an optimal
outcome would have been a factor analysis exhibiting only
four factors, however factor analysis using a rotated matrix
procedure yielded eight factors.

It was noted that these

eight factors and their associated constructs lend support
to Wetle, Cwikel and Levkoff's (1988) decision making model
as they were easily incorporated into the components of
medical factors, client factors, provider factors, and
institutional factors.
The result of no statistical significance between
health care providers and their total score on the Clinical
Decision Making Scale (CDMS) could have led the investigator
to believe there were no differences in perceptions among

!
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health care providers about end-of-life clinical decisions
and people over 65 years.

However, the result did not

support current research (Cooper, 1989; Feldman & Ventura,
1987; Haddad, 1991; Phillips, Rempusheski, Puopolo, Nacarato
& Mallatratt, 1991), and the investigator recognized it as
possible to have varied responses to individual items on the
CDMS and still yield the same overall score between health
care providers.

Data were computed a second time using a

one-way ANOVA, Tukey procedure, and crosstabs procedure to
encompass individual item responses.

Four of the 22 items

were statistically significant.
The first individual item discussed is number 17, How
important a consideration is the physician's input into endof-life decisions?

Many may still argue that the

physician's input is very important to end-of-life clinical
decision making. This is understandably so, as society until
recently was quite paternalistic in its attitude toward
health care {Saunders & McCorkle, 1985).
system is changing.

Todays health care

Managed care systems that use advanced

practice nurses as the primary provider for clients instead
of physicians are emerging.

Nurse practitioners are primary

providers to clients in many settings, such as long-term
care facilities, wellness clinics, and urgent care settings
(Brown & Waybrant, 1988; Hamric & Spross, 1989).

1
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It stands to reason that the results of item 17
currently reflect these changes within the health care
system, with physicians and acute care nurses responding
'very important' a total of 18 times to this item.

Long-

term care nurses and nurse practitioners, possibly realizing
their autonomy, responded only eight times with 'very
important' to this item.
The next individual item discussed is number 19, How
important a consideration are institutional policies in endof-life decision making?

Results for this item indicated a

statistically significant difference between physicians and
acute care nurses, with acute care nurses responding a total
of 17 times to 'very important' and 'important' and
physicians only responding three times to 'important.'
This finding supports the literature (Wetle, Cwikel &
Levkoff, 1988) which indicates that nurses tend to rely on
policies when any conflict occurs within the triad of health
care provider, client, and significant other.

Once again,

long-term care nurses and nurse practitioners realize their
autonomy and do not rely on policies in time of conflict,
evidenced by their responses of 10 and 11, respectively, to
the combined categories of 'very important' and 'important'
in association with institutional policies.

This is

reflected in the literature (Finucane, 1989), which revealed
in a study that in at least half the cases of death in

!
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long-term care facilities that did not have a DNR order,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation was not performed as compared
to acute care hospitals where cardiopulmonary resuscitation
was performed 100% of the time in absence of a DNR order.
The third individual item to be discussed is number 10,
How important a consideration is comfort and absence of
suffering?

A Tukey procedure indicates a statistically

significant difference between physicians and long-term care
nurses, with physicians having a mean score of 3.72 and
long-term care nurses having a mean score of 4.0 for this
item.

Nurse practitioners and acute care nurses fell

between these two means.
There is scant literature concerning studies associated
with pain and suffering.
is known.

However, this study supports what

A study by Jonsen, Sigler and Winslade (1982)

indicates that nurses are more susceptible to the sentiments
of providing nourishment as a comfort measure even in the
face of death, as compared to physicians.

Further analysis

of this item using crosstabs indicates the difference
between physicians and long- term care nurses is really very
minimal in that physicians responded 24 times to 'important'
and 'very important,' in comparison to long- term nurses
responding 25 times to 'very important.'
The last individual item discussed is number nine.
important a consideration is the client's cultural

How

orientation in end-of-life decision making?

Once again the

statistically significant difference was between physicians
and long-term care nurses.

Long-term care nurses responded

a total of 18 times to 'very important' in association with
cultural orientation, while physicians only responded eight
times to 'very important.'
Another interesting finding for this item is that not
one nurse, acute care, long-term care or nurse practitioner
responded 'not very important,' while three physicians did.
These findings run parallel to Cooper (1990) and Phillips,
Rempusheski, Puopolo, Naraccarato and Mallatratt (1990)
findings, that physicians tend to look at the client in
segments, and the biophysical aspects associated with the
disease.

Nurses tend to look at the client as a whole,

encompassing the biopsychosocial aspects of the client.
One other statistically significant finding is the
difference in years of practice and total score on the CDMS.
It was reported via a Tukey that the difference lies between
the group with six to 16 years of practice and the group
with over 17 years of practice.

The mean scores for these

groups are 71.2, and 66.2, respectfully.

There are various

explanations for these results, one being that the
questionnaire when developed allowed for most, but not all,
optimal answers to be scored as a four.

Another potential

explanation for these findings is that the last two

categories of 'not very important' and 'somewhat important'
are not as clear cut as 'important' and 'very important,'
thus allowing for an overlap between the two.
A final explanation for these findings is that during
data analysis it was found that many items were left blank.
All blank items were coded as missing information, thus no
numerical significance was attached, and potentially high
scores were lowered.

Among all this speculation as to why

health care providers with six to 16 years of practice have
higher scores than those with greater than 17 years, it is
important to remember that a high score does not necessarily
indicate a more effective decision maker.

Implications for Nursing

Today 12% of the population is over the age of 65 and
this number is projected to increase to over 22% by the year
2030 (Gelfand, 1989).

Historically, literature indicates

that life-sustaining technologies (Saunders & McCorkle,
1985), and the location of deaths (i.e., hospitals and
nursing homes) have altered control over the universally
natural process of dying.

Today, for nurses dealing with

the elderly, support in the dying process is very common.
As society has begun to take back control over their
health care (Wallston et al., 1984), there is a need for
health care providers to be more familiar with the wishes
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and preferences of those they care for.

As advanced

directives have begun to bridge this gap, so too can the
CDMS.

The CDMS could be used by any combination of the

clinical end-of-life decision making triad, health care
provider, client, and significant other, to see if their
beliefs and values are in conflict.

The CDMS could also

allow members of medical teams to explore their beliefs and
values, thus alerting them to the potential danger of
conflicting views relating to course of care, treatment
options, etc.
Another implication of this study is the potential
impact it has to nursing.

All the results overwhelmingly

supported previous studies indicating that nursing has
great potential to influence patient outcomes, for a variety
of reasons, but mainly because of the close proximity to the
client (Phillips, et al., 1985).

With society's trend

toward consumerism in health care (Saunders & McCorkle,
1985), a decreased paternalistic view of health care
(Conners, Dawson, & Lynn, 1990), and with the increased use
of advanced practice nursing in primary care settings (Brown
& Waybrant, 1988), it is an optimal time for nursing to
examine its scope of practice.

Programs that would

encompass, expand, and strengthen the role of the nurse as
client advocate within the scope of practice can be
developed.
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As health care trends develop towards ambulatory care
services, and client education programs develop to meet
these demands, it is imperative that nursing remain in the
forefront of client education, for it is this educational
link that will give rise to client advocacy.
Orem's self-care theory names the nurse as the client
advocate, allowing clients whatever level of assistance they
need to accomplish their own self-care (Orem, 1980).

This

assistance may be on the line of health care maintenance
issues, or it may be to the extent of total client care
within an intensive care setting.

Whatever the level is,

Orem (1980) suggests that the nurse has a legitimate role as
client advocate, establishing a resource and building a
permanent relationship that enables clients to realize their
maximum self-care capabilities.
It is the responsibility of those in nursing who are
currently at the forefront of client education, i.e.,
clinical nurse specialists, ana nurse practitioners (Draye &
Pesznecker, 1980; Hamric & Spross, 1989) to assist others in
transforming from simple client educators into strong client
advocates.

Client advocacy must be nurtured, allowing it to

grow as a component of client education, thus becoming
incorporated in the scope of practice.
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It is also the responsibility of nursing research to
acquire and disseminate knowledge concerning client advocacy
issues, issues including those related to end-of-life
clinical decision making.

Recommendations

Based on the findings of this study, the investigator
recommends the following changes for future research.
1.

Replication of this study usdng different settings
such as community based long-term care facilities.

2.

Increasing the sample size.

3.

Modification of the CDMS to encompass clinical
end-of-life decisions associated with younger
clients.

Summary

The present study provided further understanding of the
complicated process of end-of-life clinical decision making
associated with the elderly.

The numerous factors

associated with the four components of Wetle, Cwikel, and
Levkoff's model (1988) are intertwined within the end-oflife clinical decision making process and are virtually
impossible to separate.
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There does not appear to a major difference among
health care providers as to ability of end-of-life clinical
decision making.

However, nursing needs to be aware of the

potential influence it carries as a client advocate and its
ability to qualitatively improve the experience of end-oflife decision making.
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DATE:
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SUBJECT:
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'Clinical Decision Making About End-of-Life Decisions of
Persons Over 65: Perceptions of Clinicians"

Your research project has been reviewed and approved by William Denny, M.D., Chairman of the University
of Arizona Human Subjects Committee, and deemed to be exempt from review by their full committee.
You will be receiving a confirmation letter from Dr. Denny. In addition, your project has been reviewed
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APPENDIX B

DEPARTMENT OF
VETERANS AFFAIRS
Dale:

July 24, 1992

From

Chairman, R&D Cannittee (151)

Memorandum

Subj:

To:

0001-CLINICAL DECISION MUCINS ABOUT UTO-OF-UFE DECISIONS OF PERSONS OVER
65:FERCEPnONS OF CUKTCIANS
Barbara Palmer, R.N., B.S.N. (118E)

1. Hie R&D Cannittee(UROWRfri and approved your protocol at its meeting of JUly
22, 1992.
2. Hie initial project report was also approved at the July meeting. A progress
report is due annually on the anniversary date, and a you will be requested to
sufcmit a progress or final rqjort in one year.

Chief, Psychology Service
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APPENDIX C
IDN
DISCLAIMER

Title: CLINICAL DECISION MAKING ABOUT END-OF-LIFE DECISIONS OF PERSONS
OVER 65: PERCEPTIONS OF CLINICIANS
The purpose of this study is to explore the perceptions of nurses and physicians, in regard to the
importance of selected factors in end-of-life decisions concerning elderly. You are being asked
to voluntarily give your opinion on the statements in this questionnaire. By responding to the
questionnaire, you will be giving your consent to participate in the study. Your name is not on
the questionnaire, and you may choose not to answer some or all of the questions, if you desire.
Whatever you decide your questions will be answered and you may withdraw from the study at
any time. There are no known risks. Your only cost to participate in this study is approximately
10 minutes of your time.

Barbara Palmer, RN
Master of Science, GNP Option
University of Arizona
College of Nursing
(602) 748-7097

Gender:

Male

Female

Age:
Religion:

Jewish
Nondenominational

Ethnic Origin:

Caucasian
Asian

Role:

Physician
Nurse Practitioner
Years of Practice

Christian
Other
Hispanic
Other

Afro-American
Native American
Acute Care Staff Nurse
Nursing Home Staff Nurse
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APPENDIX D

CLINICAL DECISION MAKING SCALE (CDMS)
PALMER 1992
INSTRUCTIONS;
The following statements represent factors related to end-of-life decision making. Circle the
number which most closely indicates how you feel about each statement. The numbers range
from "1" ( not very important) through "4" (very important). In responding to the statements,
please answer them only as your opinion applies to the clinical end-of-life decisions about persons
65 and older. How important is each of the following statements to end-of-life clinical decision
making for elders. .
End of Life Decisions: Those medical decisions that are made within a person's last 12 months
of life. Office of Technology and Assessment (1987).
not very
important

somewhat
important

important

very
kipaort

In regard to clients 65 and older:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

How important a consideration is:
physiological age i.e., functional age

12

3

4

12

3

4

2

3

4

How important a consideration is:
the cost of the care when making end-of-life
decisions

12

3

4

How important a consideration is:
the elderly client's desire for prolongation
of life

12

3

4

3

4

How important a consideration is:
the desire of elderly clients for being
autonomous in end-of-life decisions
How important a consideration is:
the mental competence of elderly clients in
determining their own end-of-life decisions

How important a consideration is:
the benefit of the continued use of
ventilators in regard to end-of-life
decisions

1

1

2

90

not very
important

7.

How important a consideration is:
the input of significant others in
end-of-life decision making

8.

How important a consideration is:
the client's quality of life prior to
an episode requiring clinical end-of-life
decision making

9.

How important a consideration is:
the client's cultural orientation in
end-of-life decision making

10.

How important a consideration is:
comfort and absence of suffering

11.

How important a consideration is:
the use of antibiotics end-of-life
decision making

12.

How important a consideration is:
the use of feeding tubes in end-of-life
decisions

13.

How important a consideration is:
honesty with clients concerning care
options and alternatives in end-of-life
decisions

14.

How important a consideration is:
the predicted response to treatments when
making end-of-life decision making

15.

How important a consideration is:
elderly clients' ability to understand
therapeutic options in end-of-life decision
making

16.

How important a consideration is:
The client's input into end-of-life decisions

somewhat
important

very
important

important

91

not very
important

17.

How important a consideration is:
The physician's input into end-of-life
decisions

18.

How important a consideration is:
medical liability in end-of-life decision
making

19.

How important a consideration is:
institutional policies in end-of-life decision
making

20.

How important a consideration is:
the client's quality of life following an episode
requiring clinical end-of-life decisions

21.

How important a consideration is:
a verbal advance directive

22.

23.

24.

How important a consideration is:
the availability of resources relative to other
patients' needs

somewhat
important

important

2

3

2

3

How important a consideration is:
reliance on Bio-Ethics committees

2

How important a consideration is:
a written advance directive

2

very
anuai
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